Heat shock protein 27 (Hsp27), a recently discovered member of the heat shock protein family, is markedly induced in the brain after cerebral ischemia and other injury states. In non-neuronal systems, Hsp27 has potent cell death-suppressing functions. However, the mechanism of Hsp27-mediated neuroprotection has not yet been elucidated. Using transgenic and viral overexpression of Hsp27, we investigated the molecular mechanism by which Hsp27 exerts its neuroprotective effect. Overexpression of Hsp27 conferred long-lasting tissue preservation and neurobehavioral recovery, as measured by infarct volume, sensorimotor function, and cognitive tasks up to 3 weeks following focal cerebral ischemia. Examination of signaling pathways critical to neuronal death demonstrated that Hsp27 overexpression led to the suppression of the MKK4/JNK kinase cascade. While Hsp27 overexpression did not suppress activation of an upstream regulatory kinase of the MKK/JNK cascade, ASK1, Hsp27 effectively inhibited ASK1 activity via a physical association through its N-terminal domain and the kinase domain of ASK1. The N-terminal region of Hsp27 was required for neuroprotective function against in vitro ischemia. Moreover, knockdown of ASK1 or inhibition of the ASK1/MKK4 cascade effectively inhibited cell death following neuronal ischemia. This underscores the importance of this kinase cascade in the progression of ischemic neuronal death. Inhibition of PI3K had no effect on Hsp27-mediated neuroprotection, suggesting that Hsp27 does not promote cell survival via activation of PI3K/Akt. Based on these findings, we conclude that overexpression of Hsp27 confers long-lasting neuroprotection against ischemic brain injury via a previously unexplored association and inhibition of ASK1 kinase signaling.
Introduction
Neuronal injury following cerebral ischemia initiates a complex series of signaling cascades that lead to cell death (Lipton, 1999; Graham and Chen, 2001; Lo et al., 2003) . Many of these pathways ultimately converge on the mitochondria, resulting in the release of mitochondrial proteins such as cytochrome c and Smac into the cytosol and subsequent activation of cell death execution molecules (Fujimura et al., 1998; Sugawara et al., 1999) . Neuroprotective interventions targeted beyond the level of mitochondrial damage at times serve only to delay rather than prevent cell death, with limited effects on long-term functional outcomes (Loetscher et al., 2001; Bilsland and Harper, 2002) . Accordingly, defining critical upstream prodeath pathways and identifying neuroprotective agents targeting these pathways have become important strategies in developing novel neuroprotective therapies for stroke.
The heat shock protein (Hsp) family consists of members within a wide molecular-size range. Heat shock proteins perform cell survival-promoting functions, ranging from protein chaperoning (exemplified by Hsp70) to more recently discovered pathway-specific cell death suppressive functions (Garrido et al., 2006; Arya et al., 2007) . In non-neuronal systems, Hsp27 in particular has been found to possess potent anti-apoptotic functions. The majority of studies have focused on the effects of Hsp27 on downstream death-execution pathways; Hsp27 may directly inactivate caspase-3 and caspase-9, or indirectly suppress caspase activation via inhibition of apoptosome formation (Bruey et al., 2000; Concannon et al., 2001 Concannon et al., , 2003 Voss et al., 2007) . Recently, several reports indicate that independent of its downstream effects, Hsp27 may affect upstream signaling cascades, including MK2 and Akt (Konishi et In neuronal systems, Hsp27 can exert neuroprotective effects against neuronal injury, including cerebral ischemia (Badin et al., 2006; An et al., 2008) . Endogenous induction of Hsp27 has been observed in cells surviving ischemic insults (Kato et al., 1995) and in ischemic preconditioning models (Currie et al., 2000; Dhodda et al., 2004) , suggesting that Hsp27 is associated with cellular survival against cerebral ischemia. However, the precise mechanism underlying this protection is currently unknown. Oxidative stress, including cerebral ischemia, triggers neuronal cell death via activation of the mitochondrial prodeath pathway (Christophe and Nicolas, 2006) . The initiation of this pathway leads to release of prodeath proteins, resulting in activation of both caspase-dependent and caspase-independent mechanisms and neuronal death (Graham and Chen, 2001) . Therefore, in the present study we seek to determine whether Hsp27-mediated neuroprotection is due to a direct or indirect suppression of the mitochondrial cell death pathway in ischemic neurons.
In the context of cerebral ischemia, several upstream cell death regulatory signaling pathways have been identified. Activation of the c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) has been observed in many neuronal injury models, and appears to be critical in mediating neuronal cell death (Gao et al., 2005; Philpott and Facci, 2008) . The upstream kinase apoptosis signal-regulating kinase (ASK1) can lead to the activation of JNK via MKK4 and MKK7 in response to oxidative stress, endoplasmic reticular stress, DNA damage, or inflammation (Nagai et al., 2007) . All of these stressors also contribute to cerebral ischemic pathology (Paschen, 2004; Martin, 2008) , thus supporting the hypothesis that activation of ASK1 may be an important converging point of multiple prodeath signals that participate in ischemic neuronal death (Nagai et al., 2007) . In the present study, we present new evidence that Hsp27 overexpression leads to robust and prolonged neuroprotection against stroke in mice. Furthermore, we have identified ASK1 as a novel target for Hsp27, and show that Hsp27 directly inhibits ASK1-dependent MKK4/JNK activation and, subsequently, mitochondrial prodeath signaling.
Materials and Methods
Creation of the Hsp27 transgenic mice. The chimeric transgene that we used to create the transgenic mice contains human Hsp27 cDNA under the control of cytomegalovirus enhancer and a chicken ␤-actin promoter with the first intron. An HA tag was added before the Hsp27 coding region. The microinjection and ES screening procedures were done at the University of Pittsburgh Transgenic Core. Founders were used to establish independent transgenic lines by breeding to wild-type F1 hybrid mice. In all experiments, wild-type mice backbred from the same transgenic colonies were used as controls. All lines of mice were backbred to the C57/B6 background for at least eight generations before use to minimize the potential influence of genetic heterogeneity on the accessibility to stroke. Only male adult mice (25-30 g) were used in the study.
Murine model of transient focal ischemia. All animal experiments were approved by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and performed in accordance with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Male 2-to 3-month-old C57/B6 mice were anesthetized with 1.5% isoflurane in a 30% O 2 /68.5% N 2 O mixture under spontaneous breathing. Focal cerebral ischemia was produced by intraluminal occlusion of the left middle cerebral artery (MCAO) as described previously (Cao et al., 2002) . Rectal temperature was controlled at ϳ37.0°C throughout experiment via a temperatureregulated heating pad. Arterial blood pressure was monitored through a tail cuff (XBP1000 Systems, Kent Scientific Corporation), and arterial blood gas was analyzed 15 min after induction of ischemia and 15 min after reperfusion. The animals underwent MCA occlusion for 60 min and then reperfusion for the indicated duration. After recovering from anesthesia, the animals were maintained in an air-conditioned room at 20°C. In all experiments, the surgeon was blinded to the genotypes of mice.
To confirm the induction of ischemia and successful reperfusion, changes in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) before, during and after MCA occlusion were evaluated in animals using laser-Doppler flowmetry (Cao et al., 2002) . In two groups of mice (wild-type or TgHsp27 H ), quantitative rCBF measurement was performed at 30 min after the onset of MCA occlusion using [
14 C]-iodoantipyrine autoradiography as described previously (Sawada et al., 2000) .
Neurobehavioral tests. Behavioral tests were performed to assess sensorimotor deficits (1-7 d after ischemia) and long-term cognitive deficits (15-21 d after ischemia) in Hsp27 transgenic mice (Tg-Hsp27 H ) and wild-type littermates. All behavioral assessments were made during the light phase of the circadian cycle starting ϳ4 h after the light phase onset. The individual conducting the behavioral assessments was not informed of experimental group assignment. The assessment for sensorimotor deficits consisted of three different tests. (1) The corner test was performed as described previously (Zhang et al., 2002; Gao et al., 2005) , in which the ischemic mouse turns preferentially toward the nonimpaired (left) side. The direction of each turn was recorded from 10 trials for each test. (2) The rotarod test which began 2 d before surgery consisted of 5 trials each day. On the day of surgery the mice underwent 5 trials, the mean of which was used as the presurgery baseline value for each animal. After surgery, each animal was tested for 5 trials on a daily basis for 7 d (Gibson et al., 2005) . The data are expressed as the percentage of mean duration per day compared with the presurgery baseline value. (3) The fault test was performed daily for 7 d after surgery as described (Gibson et al., 2005) . In brief, mice were placed on an elevated grid surface (30 L ϫ 35 W ϫ 31 H cm) with a grid opening of 2.5 cm 2 . Each animal was tested for 3 trials lasting 1 min each, with an interval of 1 min between trials. The data are expressed as the number of errors made by the contralateral limbs as a percentage of the total faults.
For detecting cognitive deficits in stroke mice, the Morris water maze was performed to assess spatial reference memory using a modified protocol (Hattori et al., 2000; Gibson et al., 2005) from the original method (Morris, 1984) . The Morris water maze paradigm is an open-field procedure in which mice learn to find a hidden platform to escape from a forced swimming task. Mice were placed in the maze on day 14 after surgery for two acclimatization trials without platform. Thereafter, the mice were tested for 4 trials each day for 7 d. To avoid confounding effects from motor deficits, mice were tested on days 15-21 after surgery, when motor deficits have recovered in this model. Data are expressed as the time (in seconds) that was required for the animal to reach the submerged platform on each day (latency). In the last session of 2 trials, the mice underwent the "probe trial," in which the platform was removed and the animal was allowed to swim freely for 30 s. The time spent in the goal quadrant (where the platform was previously located) and the swim speed were calculated.
Measurement of infarct volume. At 48 h after MCA occlusion, animals were killed, brains were removed, and the forebrain was sliced into 7 coronal sections each 1 mm thick. Sections were stained with 3% 2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolium in saline for 20 min, and then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS, pH 7.4. Infarct volume was determined using MCID image analysis (Cao et al., 2002) . For long-term assessment of infarct size, animals were killed at 21 d after surgery. Frozen coronal sections were prepared for cresyl violet staining (Cao et al., 2002) , and infarct volume measured as described above by an observer who was blinded to the experimental group assignment.
Immunohistochemistry. Animals were killed in a carbon dioxide chamber at the indicated time points after induction of ischemia, and the brains were prepared for freshly frozen coronal sectioning (15 m thick). For immunohistochemical staining of phospho-c-Jun (p-c-Jun) or active caspase-3 (cleaved form), the rabbit polyclonal anti-p-c-Jun (Ser63) antibody (dilution 1:200) and the rabbit monoclonal anti-caspase-3 antibody (dilution 1:250) were used, respectively. For double-label immunofluorescence staining, sections were first incubated with anti-p-c-Jun antibody at 4°C for 48 h followed by incubation for 2 h at room temperature with goat anti-rabbit Cy3.18 immunoconjugate (Jackson ImmunoResearch) at 1:2500 dilutions. Sections were then subjected to incubation for 24 h in mouse anti-NeuN antibody (dilution at 1:500, Chemicon). This was followed by incubation with biotin-conjugated anti-mouse antibody (dilution 1:3000) and then fluorescein-avidin D (Vector Laboratories) at 8 g/ml. For the assessment of nonspecific staining, alternating sections from each experimental condition were incubated without the primary antibody.
To quantify caspase-3-positive cells after ischemia, immunohistochemistry was performed using the above procedures except that the secondary antibodies were detected using the Elite Vectastain ABC kit and the diaminobenzidine substrate kit (Vector). Cell counting was done with stereology using the Bioquant Image Analysis program (Bioquant) as detailed previously (Cao et al., 2007) .
cDNA isolation, site-directed mutagenesis, and generation of recombinant proteins. The human full-length Hsp27 was obtained using PCR from a human kidney cDNA library. The human full-length ASK1 cDNA (ASK1 h) was from Dr. Yong Lee (University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA). Various truncated Hsp27 or ASK1 cDNAs were derived from the full-length sequences using PCR. The kinase-inactive ASK1 dominant negative (containing the K709R mutation) was generated by sitedirected mutagenesis using the Gene Editor system (Promega). The sequences of all cDNAs were verified at the University of Pittsburgh Gene Service Facility by sequencing reactions on both strands.
Recombinant proteins of full-length or truncated Hsp27 were generated using the standard method (Cao et al., 2001b) . In brief, the cDNA was fused into the glutathione S-transferase (GST) gene in PGEX-2T vector (GE Healthcare). The GST fusion protein was expressed in Escherichia coli BL21 cells, absorbed to a glutathione-Sepharose 4B column, and then cleaved by thrombin to remove GST.
Construction of viral vectors. Adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors carrying either the human full-length (AAV-Hsp27) or truncated (AAVHsp27⌬N, AAV-Hsp27⌬C) Hsp27 cDNA were constructed using the expressing vector plasmid described previously (Cao et al., 2004) . Largescale production of the AAV vector was performed using the adenovirusfree triple-plasmid cotransfection method (Xiao et al., 1998) . A total of 50 g of plasmid mixture was cotransfected into human HEK293 cells with the assistance of 0.25 M CaCl 2 , and the cells were grown in DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum for 48 h and then harvested. AAV vectors were purified using a fast protein liquid chromatography system in conjunction with HiTrap Heparin columns (GE Healthcare).
To construct lentiviral vectors overexpressing human full-length ASK1 (Lenti-ASK1 h) or its dominant negative form (Lenti-ASK1dn), the cDNA (HA tagged) was inserted into the lentiviral transfer vector FSW under the control of neuron-specific Synapsin I promoter. To construct lentiviral vectors expressing short hairpin interfering RNA (shRNA) against murine ASK1 or MLK3, or rat Hsp27, the gene-specific targeting sequence (ASK1t: 5Ј-CCAACAACATCATCCTCTA-3Ј and 5Ј-TGAACACCATTACCGAAGA-3Ј; MLK3t: 5Ј-GTGTAACAGCT-GAGAGTGT-3Ј and 5Ј-GTCCAACAACATTCTGTTG-3Ј; Hsp27, 5Ј-GCTACATCTCTCGGTGCTTCA-3Ј and 5Ј-GCCCAAAGCAGTCA-CACAATC-3Ј) or its counterpart scramble sequence was inserted into the transfer vector FSW under the control of U6 promoter. The constructed transfer vectors were transformed into Stbl3 E. coli, and then isolated using the EndoFree Plasmid Maxi Kit (Qiagen). For large-scale production of the virus, a slightly modified protocol (Ramezani and Hawley, 2002) was used. In brief, a plasmid mixture containing 435 g of pCMV⌬R8.9 (packaging construct), 237 g of pVSVG (envelope plasmid) and 675 g of FSW (transfer vector) was suspended in 34.2 ml of CaCl 2 (250 mM) and then added volume to volume into 2ϫ BES buffer (pH 6.95). The DNA-CaCl 2 precipitate was added into human kidney 293 FT cells (on 15 cm plates at the density of 1.1 ϫ 10 7 /plate) drop by drop (1.125 ml each plate) and allowed to incubate for 12 h before switching to fresh culture medium. The supernatant was collected 72 h after transfection, filtered through the 0.45 m filter flask and centrifuged at 21,000 rpm for 2 h using the SW28 rotor (Beckman Coulter). Viruses were further purified by sucrose gradient ultracentrifuge. The pellet was suspended in 3 ml of PBS, loaded on the top of 2 ml of 20% sucrose solution, and centrifuged at 22,000 rpm for 2 h using the SW50.1 rotor (Beckman Coulter). The resulting pellet was resuspended in 200 l of DMEM, aliquoted, and stored at Ϫ70°C. The titer of vector stock was determined using ELISA.
Primary neuronal cultures and in vitro model of ischemia. Cortical neurons with two different genetic phenotypes, including Tg-Hsp27 H and wild type, were derived from embryos of mice and maintained 10 -12 d in vitro (DIV) before experiments, when cultures consisted primarily of neurons (ϳ97%) as determined using cell phenotype-specific immunocytochemistry (Cao et al., 2001a) . In additional experiments, primary cultures of cortical neurons were prepared from 17-d-old Sprague Dawley rat embryos as described previously (Cao et al., 2001b) , and experiments were conducted at 10 -12 DIV.
To model ischemia-like conditions in vitro, primary cultures were exposed to transient oxygen and glucose deprivation (OGD) for 45 or 60 min as described previously (Cao et al., 2001b (Cao et al., , 2007 . Control glucosecontaining cultures were incubated for the same periods of time in humidified 95% air and 5% CO 2 . Fluorescence of Alamar blue (Accumed International), an indicator that changes from blue to red and fluoresces when reduced by cellular metabolic activity, was used to measure the viability of the cultured neuron at 24 -48 h after OGD (Cao et al., 2007) . One-half of the culture medium was replaced with MEM-Pak containing 10% (v/v) Alamar blue, and cultures were incubated for 1.5 h at 37°C in humidified 95% air and 5% CO 2 . Fluorescence was determined in a Millipore CytoFluor 2300 automated plate-reading fluorimeter, with excitation at 530 nm and emission at 590 nm.
OGD-induced cell death was quantified by measuring lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release from damaged cells into the culture medium (Cao et al., 2003) . In brief, 10 l aliquots of medium taken from the cell culture wells were added to 200 l of LDH reagent (Sigma). Using a spectrophotometer plate reader (Molecular Devices), the emission was measured at 340 nm, which is proportional to the amount of LDH in the medium. The percentage of cell death was calculated as described previously (Cao et al., 2003) .
In selective experiments, cell death was evaluated after OGD using Hoechst 33258 nuclear staining or Klenow-mediated DNA nick-end labeling. The percentages of cells showing chromatin condensation or DNA damage were quantified by counting at least 3000 cells under each experimental condition (three randomly selected fields per well, four to six wells per condition per experiment, and three independent experiments).
Gene transfection in primary neurons by viral vectors and in HEK293 cells using Lipofectamine. The neuronal cultures were infected with the AAV-Hsp27, AAV-Hsp27⌬N, AAV-Hsp27⌬C, or the control vector (AAV-GFP or empty AAV) for 6 h as previously described (Cao et al., 2004) and then incubated in vector-free normal media for 72 h. The overexpression of Hsp27 in neurons was confirmed by immunocytochemistry and Western blot, respectively, using the anti-hemagglutinin (HA) antibody. For gene transfection using lentivirus vectors, the neuronal cultures were infected for 3 d with the Lenti-ASK1t, Lenti-ASK1 s, Lenti-Hsp27t, Lenti-Hsp27 s, Lenti-MLK3t, Lenti-MLK3 s, Lenti-ASK1 h, or Lenti-ASK1dn or the control vector (Lenti-GFP). Knockdown of ASK1, MLK3, or Hsp27 in neurons by lentivirus vectors was assessed using Western blot.
To study protein interactions between Hsp27 and ASK1 in cells, expression plasmids containing cDNA for the full-length or truncated human ASK1 (all Flag-tagged) or Hsp27 (all HA-tagged) were cotransfected into human HEK293 cells using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's protocol.
Western blot. Western blot was performed using the standard method and enhanced chemiluminescence detection reagents (GE Healthcare). The following antibodies were used: rabbit monoclonal antibodies against JNK3 (clone 55A8, 1:1000), active caspase-3 (1:1000), p-JNK (Thr183/Tyr185) (clone 81E11, 1:1000), p-ERK (clone 137F5, 1:2000), p-p38 (Thr180/Tyr182) (clone 3D7, 1:1000), p-c-Jun (Ser63) (clone 54B3,1:1000), p-Akt (Ser473) (clone 193H12, 1:1000), purchased from Cell Signaling; rabbit polyclonal antibodies against p-MKK4 (Ser257/ Thr261) (1:1000), p-MKK7 (Ser271/Thr275) (1:1000), p-ASK1 (Thr845) (1:1000), MLK3 (1:1000), from Cell Signaling; rabbit polyclonal antibodies against Bax (1:1000), Bim (1:500), ␤-actin (1:2000) , ␣-tubulin (1: 2000) , cytochrome c (1:1000), Smac (1:1000), HA (1:1000), Flag (1:1000), from Santa Cruz Biotechnology; mouse monoclonal anticytochrome c oxidase IV antibody (1:1000), from Invitrogen; and rabbit polyclonal anti-PUMA antibody, a gift from Dr. Jian Yu (Pittsburgh Cancer Institute, Pittsburgh, PA).
Protein kinase assays. Cell lysates were prepared under nondenaturing conditions as described (Gao et al., 2005) , and 150 g of protein was used for each kinase assay. To assay for JNK activity (JNK 1 or JNK3), a capture JNK assay was performed using a nonradioactive kinase assay kit according to the manufacturer's instructions (Cell Signaling). Briefly, the cell lysates were first subjected to JNK1 capture using the specific anti-JNK1 antibody (clone F-3, Santa Cruz), and then the immunoprecipitates were incubated with recombinant GST-c-Jun in the presence of ATP and subsequently immunoblotted using the anti-phospho-c-Jun (Ser-63) antibody. To assay for the JNK3-specific kinase activity, cell lysates were immunoprecipitated with a mixture of a monoclonal antibody that recognizes JNK1/2 (clone G151-666, BD PharMingen) and a monoclonal antibody that recognizes JNK1 (clone F-3, Santa Cruz) to remove both JNK1 and JNK2 from the lysates (Gao et al., 2005) . The remaining kinase activity (JNK3) in the supernatant was assayed by the capture JNK assay as described above. To assay for ASK1 kinase activity, the kinase in cell lysates was captured using the anti-ASK1 antibody (clone s.c.-7931, Santa Cruz) and then incubated with recombinant myelin basic protein (MBP) in the presence of [␥- 32 P]ATP, and MBP phosphorylation was detected using autoradiogram. To determine the direct effects of recombinant Hsp27 on ASK1-related kinase activities, in vitro cell-free kinase assays were performed using purified active ASK1, MKK4, MKK7, JNK1, and JNK3 proteins according to the specific protocols provided by the manufacturer (Upstate).
Microinjection and cell death assessment. Microinjection was performed in murine cortical neuron cultures using the procedure described by others (Deshmukh and Johnson, 1998; Cregan et al., 2002) . Microinjection solution containing rhodamine dextran (5 mg/ml) alone or the dye plus bovine cytochrome c (1-20 M) or the synthesized BH3-domain peptide (0.1-3 nM) was injected into the cytoplasm of neurons in 35 mm dishes using Femtotips needles (Eppendorf). At various times after injections, neurons were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed in PBS, and stained with Hoechst 33258 (1 g/ml). Cell death was determined by counting the fraction of rhodamine dextran positive neurons exhibiting condensed and/or fragmented nuclei. A minimum of 150 neurons was analyzed for each treatment and data were derived from three independent experiments.
Statistical analysis. Results are reported as mean Ϯ SEM. The difference between means was assessed by the Student's t test (single comparisons) or by ANOVA and post hoc Bonferroni/Dunn tests (for multiple comparisons), with p Ͻ 0.05 considered statistically significant.
Results

Hsp27 overexpression confers long-term neuroprotection against cerebral ischemia and improves postischemic neurofunctional recovery
We have successfully generated several lines of Hsp27 transgenic mice overexpressing human Hsp27. As shown (supplemental Fig.  1 A-D, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), the low-expressing Hsp27 transgenic line (Tg-Hsp27 L ) demonstrated twofold to threefold increases in Hsp27 protein expression (2.6 Ϯ 0.33, mean Ϯ SEM, n ϭ 6) in the forebrain, whereas the high-expressing Hsp27 transgenic line (Tg-Hsp27 H ) yielded fivefold to sevenfold increases (5.8 Ϯ 0.45, mean Ϯ SEM, n ϭ 7) in the brain. We confirmed the increased Hsp27 protein expression at the cellular levels using immunohistochemistry. Robust increases in Hsp27 were found in various brain regions, including the cortex and striatum (supplemental Fig. 1 E, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Double-label immunofluorescence revealed that Hsp27 transgenic expression is localized primarily in neurons and, to a lesser extent, in astrocytes and microvessels. The intracellular localization of the overexpressed Hsp27 protein was predominantly cytosolic (supplemental Fig. 1 E, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
We determined the effects of Hsp27 transgenic expression on infarct volume following focal cerebral ischemia. Using either transient focal ischemia (60 min of MCA occlusion followed by 48 h of reperfusion) or permanent MCA occlusion (48 h) experimental paradigms, Hsp27 overexpression decreased infarct volume in a dose-dependent manner ( Fig. 1 A-C) . In particular, Tg-Hsp27 H mice showed greater neuroprotection against both transient and permanent ischemic conditions compared with TgHsp27 L mice. To determine the long-term effect of Hsp27 overexpression against focal cerebral ischemia, infarct volume was also measured in Tg-Hsp27 H and wild-type mice at 21 d after induction of ischemia. Tg-Hsp27 H mice showed significantly smaller infarct volume than the wild-type mice (Fig. 1 D) . The results suggest that Hsp27 transgenic expression conferred permanent neuroprotection against ischemic infarct induced by transient focal cerebral ischemia.
Brain surface vascular anatomy appeared unaffected by Hsp27 transgenic overexpression (Table 1 ). Physiological parameters, including blood pressure, blood gases, and glucose levels, did not differ significantly between the transgenic or wild-type groups (Table 2) . Furthermore, regional blood flow in ischemic brains, as determined using laser Doppler flowmetry and [
14 C]-iodoantipyrine autoradiography quantitative analysis, was also not significantly different between groups ( Fig. 1 E-F ; supplemental Fig. 2 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). These results suggest that the reduced brain injury observed in Hsp27 transgenic mice was not the result of a diminished ischemic insult.
To determine the impact of Hsp27 transgenic expression on neurofunctional outcomes after stroke, a series of neurobehavioral assays were administered during both the acute (1-7 d) and long-term (14 -21 d) recovery stages following transient focal ischemia. Sham control mice showed no significant difference in neurobehavioral performance regardless of their transgenic phenotypes (wild type or Tg-Hsp27 H ). In contrast, postischemic behavior significantly improved in Tg-Hsp27 H mice after transient focal ischemia compared with their wild-type littermates. Acute sensorimotor dysfunction was significantly improved in TgHsp27 H mice as assessed by rotarod performance, gridwalking, and the corner test (Fig. 2 A-C ). Poststroke cognitive function was also significantly improved in Tg-Hsp27 H , determined using the Morris water maze task (Fig. 2 D, E) . High-level Hsp27 transgenic overexpression improved long-term cognitive performance to the extent that there was no significant difference between sham-operated and Tg-Hsp27 H animals following transient focal ischemia. Figure 3A illustrates the protective effects of Hsp27 against ischemic cell death, determined by assessing active caspase-3 and apoptotic DNA fragmentation at 24 h after transient focal ischemia. Stereology-assisted cell counting for the number of DNAdamaged or caspase-3-immunoreactive cells was performed in brain sections. Cell death and caspase-3-positive cells were significantly decreased in both ischemic cortex and striatum of TgHsp27 H mice compared with their wild-type littermates (Fig.  3 B, C) .
Hsp27 attenuates mitochondrial release of cytochrome c and Smac following cerebral ischemia
It has been shown in non-neuronal systems that Hsp27 can interact with prodeath signaling cascades via direct inactivation of executioner caspases (e.g., caspase-3 inhibition) or inhibition of apoptosome formation downstream of mitochondrial cytochrome c release (Bruey et al., 2000; Concannon et al., 2001 Concannon et al., , 2003 Voss et al., 2007) . In the present study, we detected marked inhibitory effects of Hsp27 on caspase-9 and caspase-3 activation 3-24 h after transient focal ischemia (Fig. 3 D, E) , suggesting that Hsp27 interfered with the activation of the intrinsic prodeath signaling pathway. We next determined whether inhibition of caspase activation by Hsp27 in ischemic brain was due to reduced mitochondrial release of cytochrome c or Smac. Using subcellular fractionation and immunoblots, we found that ischemiainduced mitochondrial release of both cytochrome c and Smac were attenuated in Tg-Hsp27 H mice (Fig. 3F ) . These results suggest that Hsp27 might prevent caspase activation by targeting an upstream prodeath signaling pathway.
To further elucidate the cellular mechanisms underlying the neuroprotective effects of Hsp27, we used an in vitro model of neuronal ischemia, oxygen-glucose deprivation (OGD), using nearly pure neuronal primary cultures (Ͼ97% neurons). Cortical cultures derived from Tg-Hsp27 H mice or wild-type mice were maintained in vitro for 12 d before 45 or 60 min of OGD. Hsp27-overexpressing cultures were significantly more resistant to OGD-induced cell death than cultures from wild-type mice (Fig.   Figure 1 . Neuroprotective effects of HSP27 transgenic overexpression in mice against focal ischemia. A, Representative photographs of TTC-stained brain coronal sections recovered from 60 min of MCAO and 48 h reperfusion. Data in B represents the total infarct volume determined in wild-type (n ϭ 7) or HSP27 transgenic mice (Tg-HSP27 L , low-overexpression mice, n ϭ 8; Tg-HSP27 H , high-overexpression mice, n ϭ 8) at 48 h after transient MCAO (tMCAO) or permanent MCAO (pMCAO), whereas data in C illustrates the infarct areas at 48 h after tMCAO taken from consecutive coronal sections beginning ϩ3.0 mm from the bregma and progressing every 1 mm through the entire MCA territory. D, Infarct volume determined at 21 d after 60 min of MCAO in cresyl violet-stained brain sections (n ϭ 9 per group). All data are mean Ϯ SEM, *p Ͻ 0.05, **p Ͻ 0.01, ***p Ͻ 0.001 versus wild-type mice. E, F, The neuroprotective effect of HSP27 overexpression is independent of rCBF changes after focal ischemia. Representative [ 14 C]-iodoantipyrine autoradiographs obtained at 30 min after the onset of MCAO show similar distribution of low-flow regions between Tg-HSP27 H and wild-type brains (E). Data are expressed as low perfusion (Ͻ50, 40, 30, or 20% levels of contralateral nonischemic hemisphere) volumes in the ischemic hemisphere (F ), n ϭ 7 mice per group. Values shown are mean (SE) in millimeters (n ϭ 6/group).
b A coronal plane is specified based on its distance from the frontal pole in millimeters.
c PcomA (posterior communicating artery) plasticity scoring criteria: 0, no anastomoses between PCA and SCA; 1, anastomoses between PCA and SCA in capillary phase; 2, small truncal anastomoses between PCA and SCA; 3, truncal anastomoses between PCA and SCA.
A, B).
To further confirm the neuroprotective effects of Hsp27 in cultured neurons, we transfected human Hsp27 into wild-type cortical neuronal cultures using adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors. AAV vectors consistently achieved transfection efficiency of Ͼ90% and increased Hsp27 expression levels five to eightfold as determined by Western blot (data not shown). Using the AAV transfection approach, we were able to confirm the robust neuroprotective effect of Hsp27 against OGD (Fig. 4C,D) . Consistent with the in vivo data, AAV-mediated Hsp27 overexpression in neurons attenuated caspase-3 and caspase-9 activation and cytochrome c release following OGD (Fig. 4 E-I ).
Hsp27 does not directly protect against targeted mitochondrial prodeath insults
Recent reports suggest that, under certain circumstances, activation of deathexecution caspases such as caspase-3 can trigger cytochrome c release from mitochondria (Lakhani et al., 2006) . Thus, while the above data suggest that Hsp27 may prevent caspase-9 and -3 activation via attenuating cytochrome c release, it is plausible that Hsp27 could directly inhibit caspase activity and thereby prevent the positive feedback loop to the mitochondria. To assess this possibility, we induced caspase-9-and caspase-3-dependent cell death by microinjection of recombinant cytochrome c into cultured cortical neurons (Deshmukh and Johnson, 1998) . As expected, microinjection of bovine cytochrome c, but not the inactive yeast cytochrome c, resulted in apoptosis in a protein concentration- (Fig. 5B ) and timedependent (supplemental Fig. 3 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) manner. Neurons derived from animals overexpressing Hsp27, however, failed to protect against cell death induced by cytochrome c microinjection (Fig.  5 A, B) . These results suggest that the cytochrome c/caspase-3-dependent cell death cascade is not a direct target for Hsp27. We next examined the effect of Hsp27 overexpression on BH3 peptide-induced cell death, another mitochondrialtargeted prodeath cascade. Synthetic BH3 peptide recapitulates the essential prodeath domain of BH3-containing proteins, including Bax and BimEL, and can potently induce cell death by directly targeting mitochondria (Moreau et al., 2003) . Following microinjection, BH3 peptide rapidly induced apoptosis in cortical neurons. BH3-mediated cell death was partially Measurements were taken 15 min after the onset of MCAO (during) and 15 min after reperfusion (after) on wild-type (n ϭ 7), 7 Tg-HSP27L (n ϭ 8), and Tg-HSP27H (n ϭ 8) mice.
Figure 2. HSP27 transgenic overexpression improves motor function and cognitive performance after focal ischemia and reperfusion. A-C, Assessment of sensorimotor function in sham control mice and ischemic mice. Tg-HSP27 H or wild-type mice were subjected to rotarod (A), foot fault (B), and corner tests (C) over 7 d following 60 min of MCAO. D, E, Assessment of cognitive function in mice using Morris water maze 2-3 weeks following MCAO both in the presence of the platform to assess the ability of task acquiring and learning (D) and with the subsequent removal of the platform to assess memory on the position of platform (time spent in goal quadrant, E). All three groups showed similar swim speed during the probe trial (F ). At the end of the testing, mice were killed for infarct size measurement (results presented in Fig. 1 ). All data are presented as mean Ϯ SEM, where *p Ͻ 0.05, **p Ͻ 0.01, ***p Ͻ 0.001, n ϭ 9 mice per group. prevented by Bcl-xL overexpression. In contrast, overexpression of Hsp27 could not diminish BH3-induced cell death (Fig. 5C,D) . Likewise, Hsp27 overexpression could not inhibit cell death induced by adenovirus-mediated overexpression of proapoptotic molecules Bax, Puma, or BimEL in cultured cortical neurons (Fig. 5E) . Conversely, transgenic overexpression of Bcl-xL robustly inhibited cell death initiated by adenovirus-delivered prodeath stimuli (Fig. 5E ). The inability of Hsp27 to protect neurons against direct activation of several mitochondrial prodeath signaling pathways strongly suggests that Hsp27 targets a mechanism upstream of the mitochondrial damage pathways. To determine whether Hsp27 inhibited ischemia-induced cytochrome c release by preventing the translocation of proapoptotic proteins to mitochondria, we infected cultured neurons with AAV-Hsp27 or AAV-GFP (control) for 3 d and then exposed the cultures to OGD or the DNA-damaging agent bleomycin. Bleomycin is a well characterized agent that induces apoptosis by the JNK-mediated, Bax-dependent mitochondrial prodeath signaling pathway (Lee et al., 2005; Souhir et al., 2007) . Both OGD and bleomycin resulted in robust translocation of Bax, PUMA, and BimEL to the mitochondria in cortical neurons, and this was significantly attenuated by overexpression of Hsp27 (Fig. 5F ). Similar to OGD, bleomycin markedly induced cytochrome c release into the cytosol (Fig. 5G) . The mitochondrial release of cytochrome c was dependent, at least in part, on the presence of Bax or PUMA, as cultures derived from Bax-or PUMA-knock-out mice had attenuated cytochrome c release (Fig. 5H ). Hsp27 overexpression also inhibited cytochrome c release from the mitochondria as well as apoptotic cell death following bleomycin exposure (Fig. 5G,I ). Together, these data confirm that Hsp27 confers neuroprotection by blunting the initiation of the Bax-and PUMA-mediated mitochondrial prodeath signaling pathway.
Hsp27 inhibits the JNK signaling pathway
Two important signaling cascades upstream of the mitochondrial prodeath signaling pathway, the PI3K/Akt and the JNK/c-Jun pathways, play integral and typically opposing roles in the pathogenesis of cell death following ischemic insults (Zhang et al., 2007) . The ability of Hsp27 overexpression to inhibit bleomycininduced cell death (Fig. 5I ) raised the possibility that Hsp27 could inhibit or counteract JNK/c-Jun signaling. We therefore sought to determine whether the neuroprotective effects of Hsp27 overexpression could be attributed to either the activation of the prosurvival PI3K/Akt pathway, or to the suppression of cell death pathways, such as JNK/c-Jun. Following OGD, robust phosphorylation of both c-Jun and JNK was observed in cortical cultures, and this was significantly suppressed by overexpression of Hsp27 (Fig. 6 A) . Pharmacological inhibition of JNK signaling using SP600125 mimicked the protective effects of Hsp27, including inhibition of cytochrome c release and increased cell survival against both OGD and bleomycin toxicity (Fig. 6 B-D) .
The inhibition of JNK activation and the suppression of cytochrome c release and cell death by Hsp27 overexpression suggest that Hsp27 neuroprotection occurs via suppression of this kinase arm. However, cross talk between PI3K/Akt and JNK pathways has been reported previously and could occur in our neuronal injury models. For example, activation of PI3K/Akt may directly suppress JNK signaling (Zhang et al., 2007) . As shown by diminished phosphorylation of Ser473, OGD or bleomycin exposure resulted in sustained suppression of Akt activity in cortical neuronal cultures (Fig. 6 E) . Overexpression of Hsp27 restored the levels of phospho-Akt following OGD or bleomycin (Fig. 6 E) . However, pharmacological inhibition of the upstream kinase, PI3K, failed to affect Hsp27-induced neuroprotection against OGD or bleomycin (Fig. 6 F) . Thus, the PI3K/Akt prosurvival pathway does not appear to be essential for Hsp27 inhibition of mitochondrial cell death signaling.
Hsp27 inhibits upstream JNK signaling pathways by directly interacting with and suppressing ASK1 activity
Since Hsp27-mediated neuroprotection appears to depend on the inhibition of JNK and not the activation of Akt (Fig. 6) , we further investigated components of the JNK kinase signaling pathway targeted by Hsp27. In CNS neurons, the JNK1 and JNK3 isoforms of JNK are activated by a series of multipotent upstream kinases, including MKK4/7, ASK1, and MLK3 (Kuan et al., 2003) . Using phospho-specific antibodies, we found that MKK4 and ASK1 were robustly phosphorylated following OGD in cortical cultures, while MKK7 showed only modest activation. Overexpression of Hsp27 nearly abolished the activation of MKK4 (Fig.  7A ), but did not affect the phosphorylation state of ASK1, suggesting that Hsp27 might target downstream of ASK1 activation but upstream of MKK4 activation, or by an indirect process that does not alter ASK1 phosphorylation status.
The interference of kinase signaling pathways can occur via direct or indirect mechanisms. In some non-neuronal systems, Hsp27 can form a complex with MK2 or Akt, altering kinase activity of the latter (Mearow et al., 2002; Rane et al., 2003; Zheng et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2007) . We speculated that Hsp27 could inhibit ASK1 activity via a direct association with components of the ASK1/MKK/JNK pathway. Using an in vitro kinase activity assay with purified recombinant proteins, we assessed the ability of active kinases (ASK1, MKK4, MKK7, JNK1, JNK3) to incorporate a radiolabeled phosphate into their corresponding substrates in the presence of Hsp27 (Fig. 7B) . The kinase activities of JNK1 and JNK3, and the immediate upstream kinases MKK4 and MKK7 were unaffected by the presence of recombinant Hsp27; however, ASK1 kinase activity was significantly decreased in the presence of recombinant Hsp27 in the assay (Fig. 7B) . Addition of a truncated Hsp27 lacking the N-terminal domain (1-120 aa) failed to inhibit ASK1 activity (data not shown).
To determine whether Hsp27 physically interacts with ASK1, we infected neurons with either AAV-Hsp27 or AAV-GFP (control) for 3 d and then, at 2 h after OGD, performed coimmunoprecipitation with antibodies against HA (to pull down HAtagged Hsp27 or GFP) and ASK1, respectively. We found that Hsp27 coimmunoprecipitated with ASK1 (Fig. 7C) , but not MLK3, another kinase that could activate JNK via MKK4/7 (Pan et al., 2007) .
To determine which protein domains are critical for the interaction between Hsp27 and ASK1, we constructed a series of Flagtagged ASK1 truncates (Fig. 8 A) . Various ASK1 constructs were then cotransfected with either HA-tagged full-length or truncated Hsp27 into HEK293 cells, followed by coimmunoprecipitation. Interestingly, all ASK1 constructs that contained the kinase domain retained the ability to coimmunoprecipitate with Hsp27, including the kinase-only construct (Fig. 8 B) . However, any constructs lacking the kinase domain failed to interact with Hsp27 (Fig. 8 B) . This suggests that the kinase domain of ASK1 alone was capable of and required for interaction with Hsp27. Overexpression of HSP27 prevents mitochondrial prodeath signaling following in vitro ischemia. A, B, Cortical neuronal cultures derived from either wild-type or Tg-HSP27 H mice were challenged at 12 DIV with OGD for 45 or 60 min, then returned to normal culture conditions for 24 h. Cell viability was assessed using Alamar blue (A), while cell death was quantified by measuring LDH release from neurons (B, 100% is based on total cell lysis by Triton X-100). C, D, Cortical neurons from rat embryos were infected with AAV-GFP or AAV-HSP27 for 3 d and then challenged at 12 DIV with 60 min of OGD. Cell viability (C) and cell death (D) were determined at 24 h after OGD using Alamar blue and Hoescht staining (percentages of condensed/fragmented nuclei), respectively. E, Representative triple-label fluorescence images from AAV-infected cortical cultures 3 d after infection either without OGD (top) or subjected to 60 min of OGD followed by 24 h of reperfusion (middle and bottom). Neurons were transfected with GFP alone (top, middle) or coinfected with GFP and HSP27 (bottom), and labeled (GFP, green; Hoechst, blue; active caspase-3, red; arrows indicate dying neurons). F-I, AAV-infected cortical cultures were subjected to 60 min of OGD. At 6 and 16 h after OGD, neurons were assessed for active caspase-9 and -3 (F ) or fluorogenic substrate-based DEVDase activity assay (G), release of cytochrome c by Western blot following subcellular fractionation (H ) or immunocytochemistry with Hoescht counterstaining (Ia-d: empty AAV, e-h: AAV-HSP27; arrows in c, d indicate neurons that lost cytochrome c immunoreactivity and contained apoptotic nuclei at 16 h after OGD). All data are presented as mean Ϯ SEM; for cell viability or cell death assessment, each data point was from at least 12 culture wells out of 3 independent experiments, where **p Ͻ 0.01, ***p Ͻ 0.001 versus wild-type neurons; for DEVDase activity and cytosolic cytochrome c analysis, data were derived from 4 experiments, *p Ͻ 0.05 versus empty AAV-or AAV-GFP infected cultures. Hsp27 is comprised of two dominant molecular domains: the N-terminal region, which contains critical phosphorylation sites necessary for functional regulation; and the ␣-crystallin-like C-terminal, necessary for protein oligomerization. Using C-terminal and N-terminal deletion truncates, we found that the N-terminal region of Hsp27 is necessary for the physical association between Hsp27 and ASK1 (Fig. 8C) . This is consistent with our results demonstrating that truncated Hsp27 lacking the N-terminal domain failed to inhibit ASK1 activity (data not shown). Furthermore, transfection of the N-terminal Hsp27 construct (⌬C) was able to inhibit ASK1 activity in a plasmid concentration-dependent manner similar to the full-length Hsp27 (Fig. 8 D, E) , suggesting that the presence of the N-terminal region alone is sufficient to inhibit ASK1 activity. Consistent with its role in interacting with and inhibiting ASK1 activity, AAV-mediated overexpression of the N terminus of Hsp27 (⌬C), but not the C terminus, significantly protected neurons against OGD-induced cell death (Fig. 8 F) .
ASK1 is a critical mediator for ischemic neuronal death
Activation of ASK1 has been implicated in various cell toxicity models; however, its role in neuronal ischemia is not well defined. ASK1 is an important activator of the MKK4/JNK signaling pathway under conditions such as oxidative stress and DNA damage, although MKK4/JNK may also be activated via other MKKKs (Pan et al., 2007) . Thus, we sought to determine whether ASK1 has a major role in the activation of MKK4/JNK in the OGD model of ischemic injury. Primary cortical neurons were transduced for 3 d with lentiviral vectors expressing either an ASK1-targeting shRNA (Lenti-ASK1t) or a scrambled control sequence (Lenti-ASK1 s). As determined using Western blot, transfection of Lenti-ASK1t but not Lenti-ASK1 s resulted in reduction of ASK1 expression by Ͼ90% (Fig. 9A) . Targeted ASK1 knockdown abolished OGD-induced MKK4 and JNK phosphorylation (Fig.  9B ) and significantly increased cell survival following OGD (Fig.  9C) . In neuronal cultures derived from Hsp27 transgenic mice, which are resistant to OGD injury, transfection of Lenti-ASK1t failed to confer additional neuroprotection compared with Lenti-ASK1 s-transfected or empty vector-transfected cultures (Fig.  9C) . These results support the hypothesis that ASK1 and Hsp27 may interact with the same prodeath signaling pathway in OGD injury.
Using the above approach, we determined the role of MLK3 in OGD-induced activation of MKK4 and JNK and cell death. The results revealed that MLK3 knockdown has no neuroprotective effects in the neuronal OGD model (data not shown).
We confirmed the neuroprotective effects of Lenti-ASK1t-mediated ASK1 knockdown in neurons by coinfection with human ASK1 (Lenti-ASK1 h) which is resistant to shRNA targeting the mouse ASK1 (Fig. 9D) . Overexpression of ASK1 h restored the vulnerability of ASK1-deficient neurons to OGD injury (Fig.  9E) . Finally, lentiviral vector-mediated overexpression of a dominant-negative form of ASK1 (ASK1dn) also conferred significant neuroprotection against OGD injury in cultures (Fig.  9 F, G) .
To determine whether endogenous Hsp27 has a role in neuroprotection and suppressing ASK1 activity, cortical cultures were subjected to Hsp27 knockdown using Lenti-Hsp27t (Fig.  9H ) . In control neurons (noninfected or Lenti-Hsp27 s-infected), the basal level of Hsp27 expression was low but readily detectable; in response to 60 min of OGD, Hsp27 expression was transiently increased at 2 h after OGD by approximately twofold and then subsided. In Lenti-Hsp27t-infected neurons, Hsp27 was not detectable either before or after OGD. Targeted Hsp27 knockdown promoted ASK1 activity (Fig. 9I ) and significantly decreased cell survival following OGD (Fig. 9J ).
Hsp27 protects against ischemic brain injury via inhibition of the ASK1-JNK signaling cascade
Having determined that the ASK1/JNK pathway is integral to both ischemic cell death and Hsp27 neuroprotection in vitro, we wished to determine whether this is also the underlying mechanism in the in vivo model of cerebral ischemia. We performed kinase activity assays on cerebral lysates obtained at 4 and 8 h after 60 min of transient focal ischemia from wild-type and TgHsp27 H mice. Compared with sham-surgery control animals, ASK1 as well as JNK1 and JNK3 activities (but not JNK2 activity, data not shown) were increased in wild-type mice, and these activities were significantly attenuated in Tg-Hsp27 H mice (Fig.  10 A, B) . The inhibitory effect of Hsp27 overexpression on JNK activation was also demonstrated at the cellular level by p-c-Jun immunohistochemistry on brain sections (Fig. 10C) . While p-cJun immunoreactivity was robustly increased in both cerebral cortex and striatum of wild-type mice at 8 h after 60 min of transient focal ischemia, the increases in p-c-Jun immunoreactivity were only modest in the brains of the Tg-Hsp27 H mice.
Using Western blot, the phosphorylation states of JNK and two other MAP kinases, p38 MAPK and ERK1/2, were next examined at 4 and 8 h after 60 min of transient focal ischemia. The levels of p-JNK (Fig. 10 D) and p-ERK1/2 (data not shown) were remarkably increased at both time points after ischemia in wildtype mice, while no increase in p-38 MAPK was detected. In contrast, ischemia-induced increases in p-JNK were abolished in the Tg-Hsp27 H mice (Fig. 10 D) , whereas the increases in p-ERK1/2 were not attenuated (data not shown), suggesting that Hsp27 selectively targets the JNK pathway rather than attenuating the ischemic stress response in general. Transgenic overexpression of Hsp27 also reduced the translocation of Bax and Bim EL to mitochondria at 4 and 8 h after focal ischemia (Fig.  10 E) , consistent with the critical role JNK plays in contributing to Bax/Bim EL -dependent mitochondrial prodeath signaling after ischemia (Gao et al., 2005) .
Finally, to determine whether JNK and Hsp27 interact with different prodeath signaling pathways after ischemia, wild-type or Tg-Hsp27 H mice received the JNK inhibitor SP600125 (10 mg/kg) before 60 min of transient focal ischemia. SP600125 treatment significantly decreased infarct volume measured 48 h after D; in B, the caspase inhibitor z-DEVD.fmk was added at 100 M to wild-type cultures 30 min before cytochrome c injection). All data are mean Ϯ SEM, where *p Ͻ 0.05, **p Ͻ 0.01, ***p Ͻ 0.001 versus wild-type cultures; from five independent experiments, each data point was derived from at least 150 neurons. E, Hsp27 or Bcl-x-L transgenic cultures were infected with adenovirus carrying Bax, Puma, or BimEL and assessed for cell survival at 16 h after infection. Data were analyzed based on three experiments, ***p Ͻ 0.001 versus wild-type cultures. F, G, Hsp27 overexpression inhibits bleomycin-or OGD-induced translocation of proapoptotic proteins from cytosol to mitochondria and release of cytochrome c from mitochondria. Cortical cultures were infected with AAV-Hsp27 or AAV-GFP for 3 d, exposed to bleomycin (10 M) or 60 min of OGD followed by reperfusion, then subjected to cellular fractionation (cyto, cytosol; mito, mitochondria) and Western blotting. H, Bleomycin-induced cytochrome c release is attenuated in neurons derived from Bax or Puma knock-out mice, compared with the wild-type cultures. Blots are representatives of 3 sets of independent experiments. I, Hsp27 overexpression inhibits bleomycin-induced apoptosis. Cortical cultures were infected with AAV-Hsp27 or AAV-GFP for 3 d, exposed to bleomycin (10 M) for 16 h, and then assessed for apoptosis using Hoescht nuclear staining. Data are presented as mean Ϯ SEM, where ***p Ͻ 0.001 versus noninfected or AAV-GFP-infected cultures.
ischemia in the wild-type mice, but failed to further reduce infarct volume in the Tg-Hsp27 H mice (Fig. 10 F) . These results support the hypothesis that inhibition of JNK signaling may be an integral component of the mechanism underlying the neuroprotective effect of Hsp27 against ischemic brain injury.
Discussion
The complex and intricate signaling pathways activated by cerebral ischemia are not completely understood, but are known to include activation of prodeath signaling cascades which converge on the mitochondria. This study demonstrates that overexpression of Hsp27 confers long-term neuroprotection against focal ischemic/reperfusion injury via a novel ASK1-dependent pathway. Three specific actions by Hsp27 may contribute to this neuroprotective effect: first, Hsp27 can bind directly to the kinase domain of ASK1; second, Hsp27 can inhibit ASK1 activity; third, Hsp27 can suppress the MKK4/JNK signaling cascade and neuronal cell death following ischemia. These results explore a novel mechanism by which Hsp27 confers neuronal protection and provides an upstream target for neuroprotective intervention in cerebral ischemia.
The mechanism by which Hsp27 confers cellular protection has largely been attributed to targeting pathways downstream of mitochondrial death signaling, including direct inhibition of caspases (Concannon et al., 2003; Voss et al., 2007) . The present study instead demonstrated that in cortical neurons, Hsp27 functions on upstream signaling pathways instead of directly suppressing the downstream cell death-execution cascades. Two major lines of evidence support this finding. First, Bcl-x but not Hsp27 protected neurons from direct microinjection of cytochrome c or BH3 peptide. Second, Hsp27 not only inhibited activation of caspase-3 and caspase-9, but also inhibited translocation of proapoptotic Bcl-2 family members to mitochondria following either ischemia or the DNA-damaging agent bleomycin. Our data conflict with the report that Hsp27 protected sensory and motor neurons downstream of cytochrome c release and upstream of caspase-3 activation (Benn et al., 2002) . However, subpopulations of sensory and motor neurons endogenously expressed much higher levels of Hsp27 compared with other neuronal systems (Plumier et al., 1997) . In other neuronal populations, such as retinal neurons or PC12 cells, Hsp27 overexpression inhibited caspase activation and cytochrome c release via an unknown mechanism (Gorman et al., 2005; Whitlock et al., 2005) . Furthermore, an Hsp27 mutant lacking the residues critical for binding to cytochrome c was still protective against poly(Q)-mediated cell death (Wyttenbach et al., 2002) , suggesting that Hsp27 is capable of inhibiting cell death without interacting with cytochrome c. Our data support these observations by demonstrating that Hsp27 functions upstream of mitochondrial cell death stimuli in cortical neurons.
Previous reports have described Hsp27 as a "scaffolding" protein that binds to and recruits multiple signaling molecules. In non-neuronal systems, Hsp27 indirectly affected signaling cascades by modulating the interaction between component members, such as MK2 and Akt (Mearow et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2007) . Cross talk between kinase signaling cascades has been well documented, and thus must be carefully considered. Several neuro- Figure 6 . Alteration in JNK, but not Akt/PKB, signaling contributes to Hsp27 neuroprotection. A, Overexpression of HSP27 suppresses OGD-induced JNK and c-Jun phosphorylation. Cortical neurons were infected with AAV-HSP27 or AAV-GFP for 3 d and then exposed to 60 min of OGD. Cell lysates obtained at 1, 2, and 6 h following OGD were subjected to Western blot using phospho-specific antibodies. Optical density was quantified by averaging four independent experiments. B-D, JNK activity plays a critical role in OGD-or DNA damage-induced cytochrome c release and cell death. Cortical neurons were treated with the JNK inhibitor SP600125 (3 M) for 30 min and then exposed to either 60 min of OGD (B) or bleomycin (10 M) (C). Cytochrome c was assessed by Western blot in cytosolic (cyto) and mitochondrial (mito) fractions, respectively, at 6 and 16 h after OGD (B) and at 2 and 6 h after bleomycin exposure (C); cell viability was determined 24 h after OGD or bleomycin by Alamar blue (D). E, HSP27 overexpression leads to sustained expression of phospho-Akt following OGD or bleomycin exposure. Neurons were infected with AAV vectors for 3 d before OGD or bleomycin exposure. The blots are representatives of four sets. F, Inhibition of Akt activation does not affect HSP27-mediated neuroprotection against OGD or bleomycin toxicity. The PI3K/Akt inhibitor LY294002 (10 M) was added to cortical cultures 30 min before bleomycin or OGD challenge, and assessed for cell survival 24 h later using Alamar blue. All data are presented as mean Ϯ SEM, where *p Ͻ 0.05, **p Ͻ 0.01 versus vehicle controls.
protective compounds can downregulate ASK1 activation via activation of PI3K/Akt signaling following ischemia (Xu et al., 2008) . Cross talk between these two pathways can occur via Akt-dependent phosphorylation of ASK1 on Ser83, suppressing ASK1 activity (Kim et al., 2001 ). However, our data demonstrating that inhibition of PI3K did not affect Hsp27 neuroprotection and that Hsp27 can directly inhibit ASK1 activity indicate that Hsp27 does not appear to function through PI3K/ ASK1 cross talk. ASK1 can also lead to an enhanced JNK response via p38 MAPK activation. We did not detect any alteration of p38 MAPK activation in either wildtype or Hsp27 transgenic mice, consistent with reports that p38 activation is delayed following ischemia beyond the timeframe studied here, and is mainly associated with activation of microglia. Our results therefore indicate that, although the activation of PI3K/Akt is associated with Hsp27-mediated neuroprotection, the mechanism by which Hsp27 exerts its neuroprotective effects lies primarily in direct suppression of the ASK1/JNK signaling cascade.
Activation of ASK1 occurs in ischemic injury models as well as in pharmacologically induced oxidative stress (Pan et al., 2007) . ASK1 knock-out mice were remarkably less susceptible to hypoxic retinal injury, oxidative or endoplasmic reticular stress, and amyloid ␤-or TNF-␣-induced cell death (Matsukawa et al., 2004; Kadowaki et al., 2005; Harada et al., 2006; Sekine et al., 2006) . In this study, we found that Hsp27 physically interacted with the kinase domain of ASK1 and directly inhibited its activity. This finding has several implications. First, Hsp27 may also exert protective effects in other ASK1-dependent toxicity models, such as endoplasmic reticular stress, lipopolysaccharide, or other inducers of oxidative stress (Nagai et al., 2007) . This is supported by experiments using the DNA-damaging reagent bleomycin, which induced cell death in ASK1/JNK-dependent manner. Second, we have demonstrated that the scaffolding model of Hsp27 function extends to binding with and inhibiting active ASK1. The activation of ASK1 is highly sensitive to the cellular redox state, thus providing a direct link between oxidative stress and kinase signaling pathways. In its unphosphorylated state, ASK1 is inactive and exists as a signalosome bound to the redox-sensitive molecule thioredoxin (Matsuzawa and Ichijo, 2008) . Upon oxidation by cellular oxidants, thioredoxin dissociates from ASK1 and allows for the phosphorylation of Thr838 in the kinase domain and the formation of the active ASK1 signalosome (Saitoh et al., 1998) . The observed phosphorylation of ASK1 using a Thr838-specific antibody in the presence of Hsp27 overexpression indicates that Hsp27 overexpression functions downstream of the activation of ASK1, rather than directly reduces cellular oxidative stress responsible for ASK1 activation. Activated ASK1 associates with downstream kinases via the MKK C terminus DVD domain and the ASK1 kinase domain (Takekawa et al., 2005) . Thus, the observed physical association of activated ASK1 kinase domain and the N-terminal region of Hsp27 may lead to the disrup- Figure 7 . Hsp27 inhibits and forms a physical association with ASK1. A, Hsp27 overexpression decreases the activation of MKK4 but does not affect the phosphorylation of ASK1 following OGD. Cortical cultures were infected with AAV-Hsp27 or AAV-GFP for 3 d and then challenged with 60 min of OGD and immunoblotted using phospho-specific antibodies at 1, 2, and 6 h after OGD. The graph in the bottom panel illustrates the semiquantitative results for p-MKK4 and p-MKK7, based on 3 independent experiments. Data are presented as mean Ϯ SEM, *p Ͻ 0.05, **p Ͻ 0.01 versus AAV-GFP-infected cultures. B, Hsp27 directly inhibits in vitro ASK1, but not MKK4/7 or JNK1/3, activity. Recombinant active kinases were incubated with recombinant Hsp27 protein at the indicated concentrations and then assessed for the incorporation of radiolabeled phosphate onto the substrate protein (MBP) as evidence of kinase activity. Data are presented as mean Ϯ SEM, ***p Ͻ 0.001 versus reactions without adding Hsp27 protein. C, Hsp27 and ASK1 form a physical association. Cortical neurons were infected with HSP27 or GFP (both HA-tagged) for 3 d and exposed to 60 min of OGD, followed by 2 h of reperfusion. Lysates were collected for coimmunoprecipitation using anti-HA (left) or anti-ASK1 (right) and immunoblotted for HA, ASK1, or MLK3. Blots are representatives of 3 sets.
tion of docking and activation of downstream MKKs. Understanding the interaction between Hsp27 and ASK1 may provide the basis for the discovery of small molecule inhibitors for ASK1. Translational work is aided by the fact that the ASK1 kinase domain is highly conserved evolutionarily (Matsuzawa and Ichijo, 2008) , increasing the likelihood of that a clinically useful inhibitor could be developed. Furthermore, investigation on the role that the N-terminal domain of Hsp27 plays in scaffolding functions may provide clues into the specificity and function of small heat shock proteins.
Hsp27 has multiple functions in promoting cellular survival in addition to suppression of specific death signaling pathways. For example, Hsp27 increased the solubility of protein aggregates in polyglutamine repeat models (Wyttenbach et al., 2002; Perrin et al., 2007) . In the same model, Hsp27, but not phospho-mimetic mutants, was capable of protecting against poly(Q)-mediated cell death (Wyttenbach et al., 2002) . The protein chaperone function of Hsp27 has been most closely associated with the unphosphorylated state of Hsp27 (Rogalla et al., 1999) , whereas the anti-apoptotic actions appear to require phosphorylation of Hsp27 (Charette et al., 2000; Benn et al., 2002; de Graauw et al., 2005) . Increased phosphorylation of Hsp27 was observed following ischemic preconditioning stimuli in organotypic hippocampal cultures and in vivo (Valentim et al., 2001 (Valentim et al., , 2003 , and phosphorylated Hsp27 prevented TNF␣/Daxx-dependent cell death in 293 cells (Charette et al., 2000) . Further studies examining the regulation of Hsp27 phosphorylation and its effects on ASK1 may reveal mechanistic nuances in neuronal systems.
The neuroprotective effects of another inducible heat shock protein, Hsp72, have been well documented (Garrido et al., 2006; Arya et al., 2007) . In addition to its chaperone function, Hsp72 appears to directly target several cell deathexecution molecules downstream of mitochondrial pathway, such as caspase-3, caspase-9, and AIF (Beere et al., 2000; Ravagnan et al., 2001; Gurbuxani et al., 2003) . These downstream cell death-suppressing effects by Hsp72 likely contribute to the reported neuroprotection conferred by Hsp72 against cerebral ischemia (van der Weerd et al., 2005; Badin et al., 2006; An et al., 2008) . However, the achievement of a long-term neuroprotective effect may necessitate targeting upstream signaling cascades in ways that Hsp72 may not be capable. The com- HEK293 cells were cotransfected with Flag-tagged ASK1 and either HA-tagged full-length Hsp27 (D) or HA-tagged ⌬C truncated Hsp27 (E) at the indicated plasmid quantity (g) for 16 h. Cell lysates were immunoprecipitated with anti-Flag and assessed for ASK1 activity present in cell lysates. All blots presented in B-E are representatives of at least 3 independent experiments. F, The N-terminal domain is required for Hsp27-mediated neuroprotection against OGD. Cortical cultures were infected with AAV carrying full-length Hsp27 or truncated Hsp27 lacking either the C-terminal (⌬C) or the N-terminal (⌬N) domain. Three days after infection, cultures were exposed to 60 min of OGD and assessed for viability using Alamar blue. All data are presented as mean Ϯ SEM, *p Ͻ 0.05, ***p Ͻ 0.001, and each data point is derived from at least 12 culture wells based on 3 independent experiments. bined use of both Hsp27 and Hsp72 could therefore have synergistic protective effects. Dual activation of heat shock proteins is already known to occur, as both Hsp27 and Hsp70 are stimulated by and contribute to the cellular protection of bicyclol, an antihepatitis drug (Bao and Liu, 2008) . The potential complementary actions of these two heat shock classes may provide a stronger therapeutic regimen against cerebral ischemia.
In summary, we have provided evidence that ASK1-dependent JNK signaling plays a critical role in mediating neuronal cell death following ischemia. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that Hsp27 is a direct inhibitor of ASK1 activity via physical association with the ASK1 kinase domain. Hsp27 overexpression conferred a long-lasting neuroprotective effect against cerebral ischemia. Together, these results suggest that Hsp27-mediated inhibition of ASK1 prodeath signaling pathway may be a promising novel neuroprotective strategy for stroke and other forms of neuronal injury. . Lnt-ASK1t effectively suppressed ASK1 protein expression for Ͼ90% (A) and inhibited activation of the downstream kinase MKK4 and JNK at 2 and 6 h after 60 min of OGD (B). Knockdown of ASK1 promoted neuron survival in wild-type mice-derived cultures at 24 h after 60 min of OGD, but failed to confer additional neuroprotection against OGD in Tg-Hsp27 H mice-derived cultures (C). Coinfection of HA-tagged human ASK1, which is resistant to Len-ASK1t knockdown (D), restored sensitivity of wild-type cortical cultures to 60 min of OGD (E), confirming that the effects observed from ASK1 knockdown were specific. F, G, Infection of lentivirus encoding an HA-tagged dominant-negative form of ASK1 (F ) promoted cell survival assessed by Alamar blue at 24 h after 60 min of OGD (G). H-J, Knockdown of endogenous Hsp27 promotes ASK1 activity and cell death after OGD. Cortical cultures were infected for 3 d with lentivirus-shRNA targeting Hsp27 (Lnt-Hsp27t) or a scrambled sequence (Lnt-Hsp27 s) and then challenged with OGD (60 min) and reperfusion. Cell extracts were subjected to Western blot for Hsp27 (H ) or ASK1-pull down for ASK1 activity assay (I ). Cell viability was measured at 24 h after OGD (J ). All data are presented as mean Ϯ SEM, where *p Ͻ 0.05, ***p Ͻ 0.001, and each data point was derived from at least 12 culture wells out of 3 independent experiments.
Figure 10. Hsp27 transgenic overexpression inhibits ischemia-induced ASK1/JNK signaling pathways in vivo. A-C, Hsp27 transgenic overexpression suppresses ASK1 and JNK1 and JNK3 activities following transient ischemia. Tg-Hsp27 H or wild-type mice were subjected to 60 min of MCAO followed by reperfusion. Whole-cell protein extracts prepared from the cortical MCA territory at 4 or 8 h after ischemia or sham operation (S) were assessed for kinase activities (A, ASK1 activity; B, JNK1, JNK2, and JNK3 activities). The graphs in the right panel of A and B illustrate the quantitative results from four independent sets of samples. Data are presented as mean Ϯ SEM, *p Ͻ 0.05, **p Ͻ 0.01 versus wild-type mice. Brain sections obtained at 4 h of postischemic reperfusion were processed for immunohistochemistry for phospho-c-Jun (C), and wild-type sections were counterstained with the neuronal markers NeuN (C, bottom). The majority of p-c-Jun positive cells are also NeuN positive. Scale bars, 50 m. D, Hsp27 overexpression inhibits JNK activation but has no effect on the status of p38 or ERK1/2 activation at 4 or 8 h after 60 min of MCAO. Blots are representatives of four sets. E, HSP27 overexpression inhibits mitochondrial translocation of the prodeath proteins Bax and BimEL. Lysates were collected 4 and 8 h after 60 min of MCAO, fractionated to separate mitochondria from cytosol, and immunoblotted. Blots are representatives of four sets. F, Pharmacological inhibition of JNK decreases infarct volume in wild-type mice, but has no additional effect in Tg-Hsp27 H mice. Mice were injected (i.p.) with the JNK inhibitor SP6000125 (10 mg/kg) or with vehicle at the onset of postischemic reperfusion. Infarct volume was determined using TTC staining at 48 h after 60 min of MCAO. Data are mean Ϯ SEM, **p Ͻ 0.01, ***p Ͻ 0.001, n ϭ 8 per group.
